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Step 1: Identify the particular quantity subject to measurement
trolling power of physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)

and all the input values for the measurement model format lb for advanced time division duplex. If HARQ-ACK
bundling is not applied, then associated with the PUCCH
is determined based on a number of received transport blocks

Step 2 : Determine the value for each input quantity and SPS release physical downlink control channels in sub-
frames i - km. If HARQ-ACK bundling is applied and a number
of assigned resource blocks equal to 2, then associated

Step 3 : Evaluate uncertainty for each input with the PUCCH is determined based on a number of received
physical downlink shared channels (PDSCH) and semi-persist
ent scheduling (SPS) release physical downlink control channels

Step 4 : Evaluate the covariances for all pairs of input (PDCCH) in the subframes i - km.
estimates with possibly significant correlations

Step 5 : Calculate the estimate of the particular quantity
subject to measurement from the model

Step 6: Determine the combined standard uncertainty of the
particular quantity subject to measurement

Step 7 : Calculate the uncertainty of the particular quantity
subject to measurement

Step 8: The results in an uncertainty budget table
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POWER CONTROL OF PHYSICAL UPLINK CONTROL CHANNEL FOR

LONG TERM EVOLUTION - ADVANCED TIME DIVISION DUPLEX

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[01] The field of the present invention is wireless communication, and, in

particular, power control of a physical uplink control channel for long term

evolution.

BACKGROUND

[02] In a discussion followed by Radio Access Network ("RAN")1 #63bis

meeting, power control for Physical Uplink Control Channel ("PUCCH") format

3 and PUCCH format 1b with channel selection was discussed, which is

described in R1-1 10028 Power control for PUCCH format 3 with

SORTDEricsson, ST-Ericsson, R 1- 110045 Dual RM segmentation and

format 3 power control CATT, Rl-1 10556 Power control for PUCCH Format

3Motorola Mobility, Alcatel-Lucent, Alcatel-Lucent Shanghai Bell, Huawei,

HiSilicon, Motorola Solutions, Nokia Siemens Networks, Nokia, Panasonic,

Qualcomm, and Rl-1 10575 WF on PUCCH Format 3 power control CATT,

CATR, CMCC, Ericsson, ST-Ericsson.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[03] Aspects of the present invention are directed towards controlling power

of

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format 1b for advanced time division

duplex. The methods and apparatus include identifying if HARQ-ACK

bundling is applied. If HARQ-ACK bundling is not applied, then nH ARQ

associated with the PUCCH is determined based on a number of received

transport blocks and SPS release physical downlink control channels in

subframes i - km. If HARQ-ACK bundling is applied and a number of

assigned resource blocks equal to 2 , then nH ARQ associated with the PUCCH

is determined based on a number of received physical downlink shared



channels (PDSCH) and semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) release physical

downlink control channels (PDCCH) in the subframes i - km.

DETAILED DESCRI PTION OF EMBODI MENTS

[04] For PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, if the User Equipment

("U E") is configured with more than one serving cell,

CQi , H RQ , ) = ~ otherwise, (n c , nH R , nSR ) = , where "CQI" =

channel quality information , "HARQ" = hybrid auto repeat request, and "SR" =

scheduling request.

For PUCCH format 3

[05] For PUCCH format 3 single rate matching ("RM") coding without

Spatial Orthogonal-Resource Transmit Diversity ("SORTD"),

n HARQ + n SR ~ 1
n CQI ' n HARQ ' n SR ) ~ ~

[06] For PUCCH format 3 single RM coding with SORTD, or PUCCH format

, , , _ n HARQ + n SR ~

3 dual RM coding with/without SORTD,

[07] The parameter h r q in « ¾
for pycCH format 1b with

channel selection and PUCCH format 3 are based on the number of received

transport blocks("TBs").

[08] However, it can be noticed that the above definition of the parameter

nHARQ is intended for Long Term Evolution- Advanced Frequency Division

Duplex ("LTE-A FDD") and non-bundling case in LTE-A Long Term Evolution-

Advanced Time Division Duplex ("LTE-A TDD"). It is expected some form of

Acknowledgment/Non Acknowledgement ("ACK/NACK") bundling will be

applied in LTE-A TDD, which may result in different power requirement for

reliable ACK/NACK transmission . The current definition of nHARQ in

not always suitable and should be discussed further. In this

contribution, we provide our views on the definition of n Q n LTE-A TDD.



n CQI ' n HARQ > SR for PUCCH power control in Release-10

[09] According to the latest 36.213 specifications [5], if serving cell

c is the primary cell, the setting of the UE Transmit power u C for the

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) transmission in subframe i is defined

by

+ A >VCC (F) + A x F ')

Where:

• QI RQ SR is a pucCH format dependent value, where cQ

corresponds to the number of information bits for the channel

quality information. nsR = 1 if subframe i is configured for SR for the

UE, otherwise nsR =0. If the UE is configured with one serving cell

N HARQ js number 0 f HARQ bits sent in subframe i . In the case

where HARQ-ACK bundling is not applied, if the UE is configured

with more than one serving cell, and if the UE receives a SPS

release PDCCH in one of the subframes ~ k™where k™ K and

Q ≤ m ≤ M - \ he n H R Q = (number of transport blocks received in

subframes if the UE does not receive a semi persistent

scheduling ("SPS") release Physical Downlink Control Channel

("PDCCH") in one of the subframes then NHAR Q = (number of

transport blocks received in subframes ~ k™) . For FDD, M = 1 and

° = 4 . For TDD, values of AT , κ and are given in Table 10.1-1

shown in 3GPP TS 36.213 v 10.0.0 , Evolved Universal Terrestrial

Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical layer procedures.

[10] For PUCCH format 1,1a and 1b h(nCQI , nHARQ , nSR ) = :

■ For PUCCH format 1b with channel selection, if the UE is

configured with more than one serving cell,



c , "HARQ , »SR) = 2 . otherwise,

h n CQI> n HARQ> n SR ) =

For PUCCH format 2 , 2a, 2b and normal cyclic prefix

PUCCH format 2 and extended cyclic prefix
n CQI + n HARQ

10 1og10
if n CQI + n HARQ > 4

n CQI n HARQ, n SR

0 otherwise

For PUCCH format 3

■ If the UE is configured by higher layers to

transmit PUCCH on two antenna ports, or if

the UE transmits more than 11 bits of HARQ-

ACK

n HARQ + n SR ~

■ Otherwise

, , n HARQ + n SR ~

n C QI , HARQ n SR = "

[1 1] The above definition of n" R in h co.i aARQ R js not expected to be

applied to LTE-A TDD bundling case. In addition, nothing is mentioned for

PUCCH format 3 with dual-RM coding, which is specifically for large

ACK/NACK payload feedback in LTE-A TDD.

The definition of parameter nHARQ in LTE-A TDD

[12] For LTE-A TDD, it has been agreed that ACK/NACK bundling can be

applied when the number of downlink ("DL") transmit blocks associated with a

single uplink ("UL") subframe is too large to use either PUCCH format 1b with

channel selection or PUCCH format 3 . Accordingly the required PUCCH

transmit power can be reduced along with the reduced ACK/NACK payload

size, rather than to be determined based on the number of received TBs.

[13] For PUCCH format 1b with channel selection:



• When UE is configured with more than one serving cell, time domain

bundling is applied for ACK/NACK feedback. Because ACK/NACK can

be bundled to 2 bits for each serving cell, the parameter nHARQ in

h n cQi n A Q n s be equal to 2 or 4 .

if the UE receives a SPS release PDCCH in one of the subframes

i - k m , UE doesn't receive a physical downlink shared channel

("PDSCH") of secondary component carrier ("SCC"), or if the UE

doesn't receive a SPS release PDCCH in one of the subframes

i - k m , UE only receives PDSCH of one serving cell

The parameter n RQ
\n h nCQI , nHARQ , nSR

c n be equal to 2 .

✓ UE receives PDSCH of SCC and a SPS release PDCCH in one of

the subframes i - k m , or UE receives PDSCH of two serving cell

The parameter h nCQI , nHARQ , nSR
c n be equal to 4 .

Alternatively, if a Downlink Assignment Index ("DAI") is employed in

determining the nHARQ , it could be defined as follows:

For TDD with two configured serving cells, PUCCH format 1b with

channel selection and HARQ-ACK bundling, Wharq = min (N s s + AI , 2),

where c is the number of configured cells, V is the in serving cell c .

[14] For PUCCH format 3 :

• In case of spatial HARQ-ACK bundling is not applied:

n HARQ should be based on the number of received transport blocks and

the number of received SPS release PDCCH in subframes i - k m .

• In case of spatial HARQ-ACK bundling is applied:

n HARQ should be based on the number of received PDSCH and the

number of received SPS release PDCCH in subframes i - k m .

[15] Alternatively, if DAI is employed in determining the nHARQ , it could be

defined as follows:



-DL configurations 1-6 and PUCCH format 3 ,

where c is the number of configured

cells, V°^ l is the in serving cell c , and U Al is the DAI serving cell c ,

and« A is the number of HARQ-ACK bits corresponding to the configured DL

transmission mode on serving cell c . In case of spatial HARQ-ACK bundling

or for PDCCH indicating downlink SPS release, n K = 1. In case of no spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling N i d is the number of transport blocks received and

SPS release PDCCH received in subframe i - k on serving cell c , where

k K . In case of spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, N ∞ i is the number of

received PDCCH in subframe i - k and serving cell c , where k K .

Some considerations of nHARQ for format 3 in LTE-A TDD

[16] Considering the application of dual RM coding scheme for format 3 if

there are more than 11 bits UCI to be transmitted on PUCCH, the definition of

would be different between single RM and dual RM scheme.

• Single RM coding scheme

The parameterw^ is based on the number of received TB.

• Dual RM coding scheme

In this case, two ACK/NACK groups should be defined. However, the

number of ACK/NACK in each group may not be the same.

Considering the transmit power for the group with lager number of

ACK/NACK, the parameter^ can be equal to * , where

i refers to the number of received TB in the ith ACK/NACK group if

spatial bundling is not used, or the number of ACK/NACK bits after

spatial bundling in the ith ACK/NACK group if the spatial bundling is

used.

[17] For dual RM coding scheme, many segmentation methods were

discussed in the previous meetings [6-7]. Generally, these segmentation

methods try to divide the total number of ACK/NACK bits into two groups with



the same number of ACK/NACK bits in each group. Thus, the current

definition h r q _ Λ +RMl may be used. However, there are still cases where

the number of ACK/NACK bits in two ACK/NACK groups may not be equal,

e.g. if UE is configured with transmission mode 9 on all serving cell, and only

one TB with PDSCHs can be transmitted, thus the number of ACK/NACK bit

in the first group will be much larger than the other group according to the

ordering and segmentation of HARQ-ACK in [8]. Then the adoption of the

definition h r - a R M >RM js more reasonable in the dual RM coding

scheme. In addition, the dynamic power adjustment through parameter h r q is

more accurate than the semi-static approach via parameter ∆ U H , as

w lll changed according to the number of ACK/NACK bits, while

PUCCH have to be signaled by higher layers.

[18] In this contribution, we discuss the definition of parameter HARQ in

h CQi , HARQ , nSR puccH power ∞ η Ϊ Γ0 | for |_ T E . D. In particular, we

propose the following:

For PUCCH format 1b with channel selection

• In the case of HARQ-ACK bundling is not applied

■ nHARQ should be based on the number of received transport blocks

and the number of received SPS release PDCCH in subframes
i - k

• In the case of HARQ-ACK bundling is applied

■ For M=2, nHARQ should be based on the number of received

PDSCH and the number of received SPS release PDCCH in
subframes i - km

■ For M=3 or 4 , nHARQ =2 if UE receives PDSCH or PDCCH

indicating downlink SPS release only on one serving cell in
subframe(s) i - km ; Otherwise, nHARQ =A.

[19] For PUCCH format 3 :

For FDD with two configured serving cells and PUCCH format 1b with

channel selection, or FDD with two or more configured serving cells and



PUCCH format 3 , or TDD with two configured serving cells and PUCCH

format 1b with channel selection and subframes within which HARQ-ACK is

transmitted without spatial bundling, or for TDD UL-DL configuration 0 and

PUCCH format 3 , if the UE receives an SPS release PDCCH in

subframe - , nHARQ = (number of transport blocks received in

subframe - )+1 otherwise, KHARQ ~ (number of transport blocks received in

subframes - ) .For FDD , OT = 4 ;for TDD, j = ,where k K .

-DL configurations 1-6 and PUCCH format,

where c is the number of configured cells,

V°Al is the v in serving cell c , and U Al is the U A serving cell c ,

and« A is the number of HARQ-ACK bits corresponding to the configured DL

transmission mode on serving cell c . In case of spatial HARQ-ACK bundling

or for PDCCH indicating downlink SPS release, n K = 1. In case of no spatial

HARQ-ACK bundling N i is the number of transport blocks received and

SPS release PDCCH received in subframe i - k on serving cell c , where

k K . In case of spatial HARQ-ACK bundling, v d is the number of

received PDCCH in subframe i - k and serving cell c , where .

[21] For TDD with two configured serving cells, PUCCH format 1b with

channel selection and HARQ-ACK bundling, = ^min (N s s + V , 2) .
=0

[22] While aspects of this invention have been shown and described, it will

be apparent to those skilled in the art that many more modifications are

possible without departing from the inventive concepts that are described

herein. The invention, therefore, is not to be restricted except in the spirit of

the following claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method for power control of physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)

format 1b for advanced time division duplex, the method comprising:

identifying if HARQ-ACK bundling is applied;

if HARQ-ACK bundling is not applied, determining nHARQ associated

with the PUCCH based on a number of received transport blocks and SPS

release physical downlink control channels in subframes i - km.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

if HARQ-ACK bundling is applied and a number of assigned resource

blocks equal to 2 , determining nHARQ associated with the PUCCH based on a

number of received physical downlink shared channels (PDSCH) and semi-

persistent scheduling (SPS) release physical downlink control channels

(PDCCH) in the subframes i - km.

3 . The method of claim 2 , wherein if the number of assigned resource

blocks = 3 or 4 , nHARQ = 2 if a user equipment using the PUCCH receives an

indication downlink SPS release only on one serving cell in the subframes i -

km-

4 . A method for power control of physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)

format 3 for advanced time division duplex configuration 0 , the method

comprising:

determining if a user equipment receives an semi-persistent scheduling

(SPS) release physical downlink control channel (PDDCH) in subframe n-m;

if the user equipment receives the SPS release PDDCH in subframe n-

m; setting an nHARQ equal to a number of transport blocks received in

subframe (n-m) + 1 ; and

if the user equipment fails to receive the SPS release PDDCH in

subframe n-m; setting the nHARQ equal to the number of transport blocks

received in subframe n-m.

5 . An article of manufacture including a computer-readable medium

having instructions stored thereon for power control of physical uplink control



channel (PUCCH) format 3 for advanced time division duplex, the instructions

comprising:

instructions for identifying if HARQ-ACK bundling is applied;

if HARQ-ACK bundling is not applied, instructions for determining nHARQ

associated with the PUCCH based on a number of received transport blocks

and SPS release physical downlink control channels in subframes i - km.

6 . The article of manufacture of claim 5 , further comprising:

if HARQ-ACK bundling is applied and a number of assigned resource

blocks equal to 2 , determining nHARQ associated with the PUCCH based on a

number of received physical downlink shared channels (PDSCH) and semi-

persistent scheduling (SPS) release physical downlink control channels

(PDCCH) in the subframes i - km.

7 . The article of manufacture of claim 6 , wherein if the number of

assigned resource blocks = 3 or 4 , nHARQ = 2 if a user equipment using the

PUCCH receives an indication downlink SPS release only on one serving cell

in the subframes i - km.

8 . An article of manufacture including a computer-readable medium

having instructions stored thereon for power control of physical uplink control

channel (PUCCH) format 3 for advanced time division duplex, the instructions

comprising:

determining if a user equipment receives an semi-persistent scheduling

(SPS) release physical downlink control channel (PDDCH) in subframe n-m;

if the user equipment receives the SPS release PDDCH in subframe n-

m; setting an nHARQ equal to a number of transport blocks received in

subframe (n-m) + 1 ; and

if the user equipment fails to receive the SPS release PDDCH in

subframe n-m; setting the nHARQ equal to the number of transport blocks

received in subframe n-m.
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